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INTRODUCTION
The opportunities for political participation
in Europe are extremely limited, especially
for young people. To promote a forwardlooking political development in Europe that
meets the needs of its future generations,
young opinions need to be incorporated into
its decision-making processes.
Together with more than 60 workshop
facilitators trained by CUBE, we have
collected more than 250 ideas on
participation, voiced by young people aged
15 to 20 years in five European countries.
The perspectives and ideas of young people
were collected via the CUBE Europia
workshop which asked young people ‘how do
you want to have a say?’ Directly after each
workshop, our participants had the
opportunity to discuss their ideas with a
local politician in a dialogue format
moderated by CUBE. A setting in which a
politician would exclusively listen and react
to their very own ideas was new to most of
our participants. The direct contact with a
politician is an empowering experience for
young people and often motivates them to
further political engagement.
Most of our workshops were conducted in
Germany, including a series of 14 workshops
in Bavaria in spring 2019, supported by the
Regional Centre for Political Education in
Bavaria. Furthermore, we conducted
workshops in the Netherlands, Slovenia, Italy
and Bulgaria. Even though our data from
outside Germany is limited, the similarity of
political needs of young Europeans is
stunning. In all workshops, the participants
voiced a demand for more respect and
consideration in general. Information
accessibility as well as better political
education in schools were also topics that
prominently recurred in all workshops. Next
to our school workshops, we conducted a few
workshops in youth centres in Munich and
Berlin, with youth groups united in a common
identity based on their origin, religion and
ability. These workshops also produced
demands that fit our general trends.
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WE HAVE
COLLECTED MORE
THAN 250 IDEAS ON
PARTICIPATION,
VOICED BY YOUNG
PEOPLE AGED 15 TO
20 YEARS IN FIVE
EUROPEAN
COUNTRIES
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CUBE’S ROLE
As a non-profit association, CUBE represents
values which underpin our understanding of
good political participation. We take these
values into account when engaging with
ideas. In addition to a fundamental
commitment to the European Convention on
Human Rights, these are values such as
inclusion, diversity, social justice,
empowerment of young people, credibility,
authenticity and transparency, and solidarity
with like-minded youth organizations. The
few ideas developed during our workshops
that do not meet these criteria are excluded
from this report. Examples of such ideas are
suggestions that would be more inclusive for
young people, but more exclusive for other
groups, or require a participation strategy
that would only work through financial
incentives and thereby enshrine
neoliberalism in our democratic culture. The
excluded ideas make up around one percent
of the ideas collected in our CUBE
workshops.
THE IDEAS
Among the ideas that we have collected,
clear trends can be identified that we want
to consider in advance. On the one hand, it is
striking that many of the solutions that the
participants have developed contain digital
aspects in different ways. Young people think
that many options for better information
transfer, which is a prerequisite for good codecision-making by citizens, must be better
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presented online. This includes voting in
apps, for example. However, many ideas also
deal with analogue solutions, which are not
in contrast to digital proposals, but rather
can be combined with them – because an
opinion obtained online does not necessarily
replace personal encounters between
politicians and citizens (for both sides).
Some of the ideas collected in the workshops
already existed, either on the national level
or sometimes on the European level. For us,
this confirms some of the most-repeated
demands of our workshop: better access to
information and transparency. If young
people demand participation channels which
already exist but they aren’t aware of, this
speaks to a dramatic gap between politics
and the lived reality of youth. Other ideas
were fresh and innovative, showing that
young people need participation possibilities
which are totally new. In light of the current
state of political participation, especially on
the European level, the question arises
whether participation requires fundamental
change to become holistic and inclusive for
all citizens in the EU. In the spirit of the
conviction that reform of the existing
participation policies is as much needed as
inventing new ways of youth participation,
we see this report as a conversation starter
towards actual youth participation in
politics. This policy brief, formulated on the
basis of the ideas collected and placed
within context, is intended as a basis for
discussion.
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CUBE. Your Take on Europe works in partnership with Studio
Europa Maastricht (SEM), a workplace and think tank which
was established by Maastricht University, the Province of
Limburg and the City of Maastricht. It is SEM’s mission to
stimulate active, critical debate on topics related to Europe
and European integration, with citizen engagement at its core.
As support partner of CUBE, SEM shares the ambition to
involve young people across Europe in understanding and
shaping European politics in an inclusive and equal way.
Together with SEM, CUBE is in pole position to organise
crossborder youth dialogues in the Euregio Rhine-Meuse.

For more information please
visit Studio Europa
Maastricht’s website:
https://maastrichteurope.nl
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PART ONE

"YOUNG PEOPLE EXPRESSED THAT THEIR
CONCERNS AREN’T TAKEN SERIOUSLY
OR ARE NEGLECTED."

BETWEEN PARTICIPATION AND POWERLESSNESS
A frequently voiced demand of our workshops
was for both politics and politicians to
become younger. This concerns not only the
age of politicians, but also the topics as well
as the ways of communication that are
employed in politics.
Since 2011 the electoral turnout of young
people has decreased, regardless if it’s a
local, national or European election (Horváth
et al., 2018: 86). Besides the more „classic“
reasons like the level of education and other
socio-economic factors, the European
Commission identified in their recent study
that young people often don’t see their
topics, debates and concerns considered in
the elections. This is especially troubling as
it has been revealed that the general political
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interest of young people is increasing
(Horváth et al.; 2018: 86).
Young people do not identify with politicians
who they perceive to be far removed from
their lived realities, which is often the case
especially for older politicians. Current
discussions that brought young people to
protests and other actions are the debate on
Article 13 of the EU copyright directive,
climate politics, and most recently the Black
Lives Matter movement. These three examples
represent different areas in which ignorance
for youth’s interests is apparent: Article 13 in
digital legislation; climate politics for the
ignorance of the future of the planet that
concerns young people far more than older
generations; and Black Lives Matter as a
systemic critique of a social
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structure that reproduces violence and
discrimination, which a noticeable number of
young people seek to overcome.

Brexit however will reverse this progress by
reducing the number of non-white MEPs from
30 to 24.

When it comes to representation in the
European Parliament, we can even observe a
decrease of young representatives from 3,4%
of MEPs younger than 30 in 2009, to 1,9% in
2014 (European Parliament, 2019). Members
of the European Parliament in 2019 are, on
average, 49.5 years old (ibid.). Taking a
broader perspective and researching 107
countries, Stockemer and Sundström (2018)
revealed that 10,06% of the members of
national parliaments are under 35 years old
and 21,33% are under 40 years. They
summarise their results with the
confirmation “that young individuals are
underrepresented” (ibid:. 482). The
researchers claim that this institutional
research is “one of the first to analytically
assess the representation of age groups in
parliaments” (ibid.: 486). This also shows
that age representation and therefore the
representation of young people in
parliaments is neglected in academia.

The underrepresentation of young people and
marginalised groups in politics brings into
question the viability of the European
Parliament to represent young and diverse
people. Young people in our workshops
expressed that their concerns aren’t taken
seriously or are neglected. This exclusion
from the political arena leaves young people
in a state of powerlessness. Those who are
powerless rarely exercise decision-making
power; instead power is exercised over them
(Young, 1990). They are stunned, as the young
people in our workshops expressed, from
having their concerns taken seriously. Young
people from marginalised backgrounds are
furthermore discredited based on bias and
prejudice. This lack of political power is in
direct conflict with the realisation of a
democracy. A democracy in which all are
enabled to have a say in the decisions that
affect their lives.

Coming back to the European Parliament,
which is here taken as an example for the
lack of representation in parliaments in the
European Union: It's still lacking an
adequate representation of women as well as
racial and ethnic minorities. The European
Parliament gradually increased the share of
women from 15,2% in 1979 to 40,4% in 2019.
In comparison with the member states this
result is relatively high, since the average in
the national parliaments is 31,7%. Belgium
(42,4%), Finland (46,5%), Spain (41,9%) and
Sweden (47,6%) exceed the European
Parliament in female representation, while
Hungary (12%) and Malta (14,9%) have the
lowest number of women in their
parliaments.
The European Network Against Racism (ENAR,
2019) analysed the current European
Parliament and found that “[e]thnic
minorities in general and people of colour in
particular are widely underrepresented”
(ibid.), even if there was an increase to the
earlier formation of the parliament. Speaking
in numbers: About 10% of the people living in
the EU belong to a racial or ethnic minority,
but only 5% of the MEPs do (ENAR, 2019).
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PART TWO

YOUTH IN THEIR
DIVERSITY ACTIVELY
SHAPING THE FUTURE
OF EUROPE
Young people are not a homogenous group,
and their voices need to be considered in
political processes in their diversity. At CUBE
we are convinced that for participation in
democracy to be truly inclusive, we need to
take every young person's struggles into
account.
We are fully aware of the little space young
people are given in the political arena.
Therefore, this policy brief works towards
empowering young people in being loud and
claiming their right to co-decide their future
instead of having decisions be made for
them.
Inspired by the work of Brenée Brown, we
advance that empowering consists of three
elements:
Power with others. Bridging differences
and working together in solidarity
empowers all of us.
Power to young people to use their unique
talents and take the space they should
occupy in society.
Power within each of us to acknowledge
our self-worth. From that place we are
better able to bear differences and
respect other people’s opinion.
Power lies in relation to individuals, groups,
ideas and resources; through working
together in an organised way, based on
shared interests and experiences we can
create structural change.
We believe that political life in the European
Union can be sustainably changed for the
better. Our vision is for young people to be
appropriately considered and represented in
decision-making today and for youth to be
able to co-determine their future. All young
people should have the same possibilities to
participate in political processes, regardless
of their origin, gender, sexual orientation,
race, religion, ability and socio-economic
background.
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1. REPRESENTATION

The frequent demand of our workshops for
more political representation looks like the
wish for more “descriptive“ (Dovi, 2018)
representation at first, meaning that the
members of parliament should resemble the
population, like a fair share of men and
women or/and minorities etc. Since the
academic discussion “what is good
representation?“ is a manifold debate in the
political sciences, it’s difficult to settle on a
specific definition of political
representation.
Nevertheless as a starting point for our
demand we follow Suzanne Dovi (2018), who
doesn’t necessarily argue for more people of
different groups in parliaments or
representative institutions, but argues that
the influence of dominant and more
privileged groups should be limited. The
ideas drawn from the workshops emphasise
that representation does not guarantee full
group consideration. The domination of
privilege groups in the European political
arena cannot and will not be undone through
equal group representation alone. Addressing
the deficiencies of representation has to be
taken up in relation with other demands,
specifically consideration.
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Connecting these theoretical
considerations and the voices of
our workshops we developed the
following recommendations:
Creation of feedback channels
in the political institutions,
which allow young people to
take part in the political
process whilst simultaneously
sensitising older generations
and politicians for the concerns
of young people
Creation of youth councils and
advisory departments for
governmental institutions which
completely focus on concerns
and topics of young adults
Strengthening of already
existing youth parliaments in
the member states of the EU
until they have the ability to
fully represent young people
and their interests
A quota system which gradually
increases the amount of people
below 30 in the European
representative institutions
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2. CONSIDERATION
THE QUESTION STILL REMAINS AS TO
WHETHER YOUNG PEOPLE ARE HEARD
AND CONSIDERED IN THE POLITICAL
PROCESS

The demand our CUBE workshop participants
voiced first and foremost was that they
wanted to be politically considered and for
their opinions to be respected. This demand
is closely connected to ‘representation’,
which revealed that the existing structures
don't sufficiently represent young people
and their concerns in the political landscape.
Young people not only want to exercise their
right to be adequately represented, they
want to be considered in decision-making.
Due to the demographic change towards
higher aged societies in the EU, the role of
young adults in politics is at risk. Young
voices are structurally underrepresented
today because fewer in their age group can
vote and older generations exceed them in
absolute numbers.
The institutions of the EU are aware of the
topic and started several programs, reports
and policies targeting young adults.
Nevertheless, we can observe that young
people are usually put in a passive position
or even reduced to a mere form of capital.
This is shown for example in the foreword of
a Eurostat report from 2015 about the
inclusion of young people: “Investing in
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children and youth is the key to making the
future prosperous, both economically and
socially. [...] The EU Member States also
agreed to place greater emphasis on
committing to human capital, hence
investing in children from an early age.”
(Coyette, 2015). This cold assessment of the
role of young people shows that more often
it’s about talking about young people rather
than talking with them.
Research reveals that there has been a shift
in the interest of younger generations from
materialist to post-materialist positions
towards a better quality of life which is
characterised by environmental issues and
human rights (Horváth, Paolini, 2013: 4). The
protests of Fridays for Future and similar
environmental movements or the Black Lives
Matter demonstrations in Europe can be seen
as impressive examples of this shift.
However, despite these shifts, the question
still remains as to whether young people are
heard and considered in the political
process. One aspect would be elections; even
though young cohorts see elections as less
important a form of participation than older
generations, it is still a top concern (Horváth,
Paolini, 2013: 8). To improve the
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chance of participation lowering the voting
age could be a possible way to dismantle
participation obstacles for young people.
Furthermore, young generations often prefer
other ways of participation like joining an
NGO or taking part in demonstrations (ibid:
8). As these forms aren’t part of the official
decision-making, these political activities
are neglected and have a lower influence on
the policies decided upon by politicians.

VOTING AGE
Lowering the voting age to 16 has been
shown to have a positive impact on
democracy in general, as it potentially
increases electoral turnout. In a quantitative
comparative study of countries that
successfully introduced a reform to lower the
voting age to 16 years, Mark N. Franklin
found that it increases voter turnout by 5–6
% (Franklin, 2019: 31). For example, lowering
the voting age in Austria revealed that
gaining voting rights increases young
people’s interest in politics (Vehrkamp et al.,
2015: 22): In Austria the electoral turnout of
16/17-year old voters was higher than that of
the group of 18–20 year olds (Aichholzer &
Kritzinger, 2019: 96).
Additionally, a study by Bertelsmannstiftung
on the effect of allowing voting at 16 years in
Germany found that the electoral turnout of
young people is generally lower in
comparison to the rest of the population
(Vehrkamp et al., 2015: 14-15). Due to these
demographic and cohort effects turnout will
decrease even further in the future (ibid.:
18). Currently, young voices are structurally
underrepresented because fewer in their age
group can vote and older generations exceed
them in absolute numbers. This exacerbates
the problem that decisions determining the
future do not adequately take young people’s
interest into account. The study therefore
calls for accompanying measures that will
ensure the success of lowering the voting age
(ibid.: 22).
Such accompanying measures have been
used in Estonia, where the voting age for
local elections was lowered to 16 years in
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2016: Several “stakeholders and policy
entrepreneurs” were mobilised to familiarise
the young people with the electoral process.
This led to a wide variety of accompanying
measures to the election like “Mock
elections, Open sessions of the parliamentary
committees, Youth Election Watchers”
(Toots & Idnurm, 2019: 183). Additionally, to
the positive effect on turnout, the political
attitude of 16–17 year olds is a force to be
reckoned with: Several studies in Europe
showed that this group holds a more
optimistic picture about politics and the
political future than the overall population
(Toots & Idnurm, 2019: 183). Democratic
politicians, parties and stakeholders should
see this mindset of young people as a new
opportunity and see young people's positivity
as a chance to strengthen their democracies
and not as a threat.

PARTICIPATION CHANNELS
Participation in “traditional” channels of
representative democracies like elections or
parties aren’t popular among young people
and are even decreasing (Horváth et al., 2018:
89). This leads to a public perception that
young people are “disengaged, alienated,
and/or apathetic when it comes to political
engagement” (Kitanova, 2019: 821). Studies
show that this is not just wrong, but that the
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opposite is correct if one takes a look at the
diversity of political ways of participation
which young people participate in (ibid.).
Instead young people are more often focused
on “the projects of non-governmental
organisations (NGOs), participating in
community-driven initiatives and joining
social movements” (ibid.: 89). This goes
along with the generally increased use of the
internet by youngsters to get in touch with
public authorities and express political
attitudes (ibid.: 90, 91). Therefore a demand
for more consideration also has to come
along with a change of the political channels,
by strengthening the consideration of
atypical political organisations like NGOs in
the political process and decision-making
combined with the use of digital methods and
tools.

RECOMMENDATIONS:
Lowering the voting age to 16
Increase funding for atypical
political organisations such as
NGOs, strengthening support
for such organisations in the
political sphere and decisionmaking phase, along with the
usage of digital methods and
resources
Consideration of non-electoral
means of civic participation,
such as NGO involvement,
demonstrations, marches and
petitions, which young people
see as more significant than
standard elections.
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One may claim that these transformational
shifts may happen for those who are young
today, who will eventually be the ones to
guide and govern society in the future.
Nevertheless, the outcome of this process is
not clear and especially when it comes to
digitalisation, we observe that the
developments are mostly led by a small
group of global companies from the Silicon
Valley like Apple, Google and Microsoft.
These companies are successfully avoiding
national and international regulation, e.g.
data security, taxation and transparency. It
seems like an illusion to believe that a sector
which avoids democratic control will
contribute to better democratic processes
like improving participation and
consideration for young people.
Consideration, as we demand it, focuses
foremost on a radical idea of democracy,
including more inclusion, diversity,
pluralism, the consideration of community
projects and NGOs, as well as a strengthening
of digitalisation by democratic control.
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3. EDUCATION
FOR MANY OF OUR PARTICIPANTS,
SCHOOL IS THE CENTRAL REFERENCE
POINT FOR POLITICAL ACCESS

Political participation requires knowledge
and understanding. Education is essential in
understanding the key actors and what they
stand for, the functioning of the political
system and how to participate within this
political system (Global Education
Monitoring Team, 2016: 98). Indeed, for many
of our participants, the school is the central
reference point for political access. As one of
the centres of life for minors, this is not
surprising, nor that many ideas for better
participation in education come into play.
Better political education in school is not
only a demand frequently voiced and filled
with various interesting ideas by our
participants. It is also a measure with
enormous potential to increase democracy in
a society. Research has shown that open
learning environments that support
discussion of controversial political and
social issues, and allow students to hear and
express differing opinions, has led to better
political outcomes. Through these
interactions, students gain knowledge about
the political process, engage in critical
thinking about policy issues and practice
their argumentative and debating skills.
Active and participatory teaching methods
have a greater effect on individual political
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orientation than traditional learning roles
(Global Education Monitoring Team,
2016:102). Nevertheless, the Flash
Eurobarometer 478 (Eurobarometer, 2019)
found that almost half of young people aged
15 to 30 say that the main topic not
sufficiently taught in schools is critical
thinking, media and democracy (42 %),
followed by climate and entrepreneurship
related topics (41 % each). Our workshop
participants frequently voiced that they think
political education in schools is not taught
well and does not prepare them to become
active political citizens.
Our workshop participants suggested
numerous ways to make political education
more interesting. These include regular visits
of (local) politicians to schools, discussing
current news and party politics in class,
organising school-wide polls and discussions
and visiting political institutions.
Even though the often bemoaned political
apathy of younger generations is countered by
the Fridays For Future movement, the study of
Bertelsmannstiftung found that the social gap
in voting behaviour increases in younger
generations (Vehrkamp et al., 2015: 15).
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Socially disadvantaged groups tend to vote
less, and this effect is rising in younger
generations. This poses an issue; not just for
younger generations, since their average
participation is much smaller if economically
deprived and socially disadvantaged youth
do not turn to the polls, it is also a problem
for society as a whole: if the less privileged
do not vote, the more privileged have a
disproportionate say in designing politics.
Several studies have shown that civic
education compensates for the lack of
political engagement which results from
inequalities in parental socialisation (Milner,
2019: 71). Indeed, in an open classroom
climate, students from disadvantaged socioeconomic backgrounds are more stimulated
to participate in the political system, making
the gap with which students enter schools
smaller and the political system more
representative (Global Education Monitoring
Team, 2016: 102). Thus, mobilising first-time
voters in school is a promising road to higher
electoral turnout and less social selectivity
of voter representation.
In this section, we have discussed the
advantages of education for youth and their
political participation. Nevertheless, we are
aware that education can be used in a
damaging way as well. Similar to
propaganda, education can be used to instill
certain political opinions, to restrict
availability of information (Global Education
Monitoring Team, 2016:97). Given the
sensitivity of political education, this topic
should not be pushed aside but rather be
handled as a core interest of any democracy.
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RECOMMENDATIONS:
Incorporate more & better
political education into the
curriculum
Make political education a
standard part of the curriculum
(for national states of which
this is not already the case)
Incorporate non-traditional
ways of teaching such as role
play, open discussions, debates,
where differing opinions can be
expressed freely
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4. DIGITAL WAYS
OF INCLUSION
THE INCREASING DIGITALISATION OF
SOCIETY HAS PUT AN EXTRA DEMAND
ON POLITICS

Digitalising politics and participation is
number four on our list of frequently voiced
ideas, and often combined with a call for
more transparency. Young people today are
digital natives and they often do not feel
involved by the offers institutions and
politicians make. The Internet potentially
enables entirely new solutions to
participation, but also to information.
Today’s young people have grown up with
digital devices and lead a considerable part
of their lives online. While the online world
comes with great freedom, it certainly poses
risks. This could also be clearly observed in
recent elections, where countries were
blamed to have “hacked” votes, as well as
the spread of “fake news”. Nevertheless, it is
still a format through which youth find a lot
of their information and ways to participate
in society, likewise for politics. This means
that social media and other online services
have a considerable impact on youth. A study
on the lowered voting age in Estonia
analysing the first election since the new law
in 2017 showed that 16/17 year old people
got most of their information on the
internet. Since there were regulations about
campaigning in schools,
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which were feared as a tool of manipulation
by the opposers of the reform, the “real game”
(Toots & Idnurm, 2019: 182) was in the digital
world. This shows that the influence by social
media and other online services seems to be
much higher than that of schools in terms of
political education. Good, democratic,
political education in school should thus not
only politicise youth to go to the election
polls. Additionally, schools should teach their
students how to competently handle political
information and critically read (online)
information. Considering the ever-present
social media and the political campaigns
online, schools are an important actor in
lowering the risks entailed by fake news and
propaganda spread online and tackling them
with media competency.
It is then also up to politicians to involve
themselves more in social media and other
online platforms to become more engaged
with youth. If they heighten their online
presence, they are more accessible for youth
and youth can more easily involve themselves
in political conversations with
representatives. Samira Rafaela (EU
Parliament) and Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez (US
House of Representatives) are both active
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on Twitter and Instagram through which they
actively engage with their constituents and
others. In this way, they receive input from
people outside the representative political
system, and are able to find out what other
issues are important, which they
consequently bring into the House or
Parliament. Obviously, the European
institutions as well as individual politicians
already invest a lot in digital media. Yet,
their online representation often is not upto-date or not tailored to young people’s
needs and interests. An idea often heard in
our workshops is to engage young people in
co-designing digital political offers, so that
youth will actually like and use them. Our
participants frequently said they want access
to neutral, fact-checked and wellrepresented information on politics, but also
enjoy political content made by their peers
in a more entertaining manner. The
increasing digitalisation of society has thus
put an extra demand on politics; it should
provide neutral information, while it also
needs to find a way in which youth enjoys
interacting with their peers about politics as
well as politicians themselves
The Corona Pandemic has trained people
globally to become more literate digitally. It
has also shown the inequalities still present
in today’s society once again. An aspect not
to be forgotten when it comes to digital
solutions is a stable Internet connection and
suitable devices for all young people. Not
everyone possesses these. The Corona
pandemic forced schools all over Europe to
re-design their teaching and learning
methods. In that process, in which digital
learning should play a key role, a digital
divide in many societies became apparent:
Not only is broadband access worse in rural
areas, but also within low-income
communities. Even though this divide is
worse across the globe than it is within
Europe (Broom, 22.04.20), European youth do
not only struggle with teachers who are
digitally illiterate, but they also struggle
with the connection themselves. The German
government distributed one-time payments
of 150 € per student from low-income
families to help them set up for digital
homeschooling. The European Commission
recently started its initiative “Shaping
Europe’s Digital Future” (European
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Commission, 2020), including action points to
develop digital competencies of all EU
citizens and ultra-fast broadband for home,
schools and hospitals. Hopefully, this will
become a reality before Corona is over.
While we are certain that these
recommendations are of vital importance,
they need to be considered in relation to the
challenges of the internet in general and
digitally deprived young people specifically to
enable the recommendations to have the
fullest reach when actioned.

RECOMMENDATIONS:
Make neutral, fact-checked and
well-represented information
easily available
Provide ways for young people
to co-designing digital political
tools and resources; enabling
innovative ways for young
people to engage online with
policy makers and political
news
Politically advance media
literacy education in schools, in
which students are taught how
to competently handle political
information and critically read
(online) information
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5. VOTE 16
ONE OF THE LEADING DEMANDS TO
IMPROVE YOUTH PARTICIPATION WAS
TO LOWER THE VOTING AGE TO 16
YEARS

When it comes to concrete visions, one of the
leading demands from participants to
improve youth participation was to lower the
voting age to 16 years. The lowering of the
voting age to 16 brings all the above
considerations; Representation,
Consideration, Education and Digitalisation
together in one demand.
The demand to grant voting rights to 16 yearolds for all political elections in the member
states of the European Union should not be
considered as a single issue. It should be
seen as an encompassing idea to increase
political interest and representation of
young people as well as to strengthen
democracy by bridging the social gap in
voter turnout. The underlying assumption is
that an earlier contact with politics and the
grant of rights leads to an overall increase of
political interest and activity. Young people
with their ideas and motivations shouldn’t
be considered as immature and be neglected
in politics, rather they should be seen as a
substantial part of society.
The debate to lower the voting age is not
new. Oftentimes, the first objections voiced
in the debate to lower the voting age
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concern young people’s maturity and their
ability to make good political judgements.
Interestingly, some of our participants raised
similar concerns while reflecting on their
possibilities to participate more: Even though
students see the voting age of 16 as a proper
way to take part in politics and increase their
participation, they also believe that they
might not be knowledgeable and mature
enough to fulfil the requirements to political
engagement. This finding as a byproduct of
our workshop series worried us quite a bit –
politics not believing in youth seems to lead
to youth not believing in themselves (AND in
politics!). This creates a circle of frustration
even though it doesn't necessarily have to be
like that. A study by Bertelsmann-Stiftung on
voting age 16 argues that voting rights and
political interest reinforce one another – thus,
being able to vote earlier increases young
people’s interest in politics, and their interest
increases their likelihood to vote (Vehrkamp,
2015: 22). The example of Austria, where
youth’s increased interest in politics since
2007 is documented, demonstrates the
positive effect of lowering the voting age in
this area.
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RECOMMENDATIONS:

Based on the Austrian example as well as
numerous research studies conducted on
lowering the voting age to 16 years, we
advocate that the voting age be reduced to
16 because we believe lowering the voting
age is a clear and urgently needed signal to
young people that their opinions matter.
However, lowering the voting age needs to be
more than a signal! It should lead to actual
respect for young opinions and to actual
representation of young voices in politics. To
achieve this, lowering of the voting age to 16
must include measures that tackle the four
main areas that hinder youth participation
today as identified by our workshop
participants:
Consideration, because young people's
voice doesn’t matter
Representation, because politicians are
too old and politics is too old fashioned
Education, because politics is neglected
in schools
Digitalisation, because it is not up-todate
Our vision is for young people to be
appropriately considered and represented in
decision-making today and for youth to be
able to co-determinate their future. Voting
rights and political participation are
interconnected. While lowering the voting
age to 16 is a central demand, it’s also a
measure increasing participation itself.
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Electoral reform, particularly
aimed at lowering the voting
age to 16 years while
establishing supporting
measures. The European Union
is not a state with uniform
election laws. For this
recommendation, this is both an
obstacle and an opportunity:
Austria and Malta already
lowered the voting age to 16
years for all elections in their
states. In Germany, the Länder
exercise their competencies on
regional and communal
elections in different ways,
making the German election
laws a rag rug of 16 and 18
years. While we believe that it
would enhance the EU’s
democratic legitimacy to
encompass unitary voting
rights, at least for the elections
of the European Parliament, the
national competency as well as
the best-practice examples of
Austria and Malta open the
possibility for a slow but steady
adaption of voting rights that
might lead to a domino effect in
more hesitant member states.
Enhance debate in the EU and
convince politicians, parties
and other stakeholders of the
importance of lowering the
voting age combined with
accompanying measures
enhancing the democratic
competence and political
interest of young people.

CONCLUSION
Youth participation is a tricky thing to
achieve, but very desirable: acknowledging
young people as citizens and offering them
room for their opinions raises them to
become democracy-literate adults. Politics
becomes more legitimate the more people
can democratically co-determine it, and
decisions made today become fairer for
future generations when younger people
have a say in them.
Our recommendation approach is focused on
five pillars:
1. Representation- Addressing the issue of
young people's deep structural
underrepresentation. Taking more
measures to make politics younger.
2. Consideration- Taking young people
seriously, providing formal space in which
their voice and opinions are heard.
3. Education- Preparing young people for the
elections, mobilising 1st-time voters and
bridging the social gap in voter turn-out.
Enabling and empowering young people to
become politically active.
4. Digitalisation- The appropriate
adjustment of “politics” to the reality of
young people, including adequate
engagement of social media, advanced
media literacy, co-determination of their
future, digital content, internet, online
solutions.
5. Vote 16- Lowering the voting age to 16
years is a tangible measure to achieve
more youth participation - if it is
accompanied by other efforts to improve
political participation.

The lowering of the voting age leads to more
consideration and representation of young
voices in politics - the most frequently heard
demands in CUBE’s workshops. More
consideration and representation raise young
people’s interest in politics - because they
know their opinions won’t get lost because of
their age. Additionally, improving political
education in schools enhances both
democratic as well as media literacy and
encourages informed voting behaviour while
tackling the social gap in voting behaviour.
More digital options to participate in politics
specifically tailored towards a young audience
would further enhance the interest of young
people and interaction with the political
institutions.
What youth is demanding is not exactly rocket
science. It’s democratic rights and a say in
determining their own future.
Therefore, we call on European politicians
and decision-makers to think of their
youngest potential voters and of civil
societies to join in making these
recommendations a reality so we can ensure
together that young people have a say in the
co-determination of their future.

WHAT YOUTH IS DEMANDING IS NOT EXACTLY
ROCKET SCIENCE. IT’S DEMOCRATIC RIGHTS
AND A SAY IN DETERMINING THEIR OWN
FUTURE.
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